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aÃgolonceT"	.61'	AE	IHC	-	smetsyS	gnitupmoC	ne	saleucse	saleucse	sal	a	raduya	arap	avitacude	aÃgoloncet	ed	senoiculos	odiulcni	nah	ocsenU	omoc	senoicazinagrO	]25[]15[	.aicnatsid	a	ejazidnerpa	le	rilpmuc	####	###################################################################Journal	of	the	American
Society	for	Information	Science	and	Technology.	^	Fischer-Hübner,	Simone;	Martucci,	Leonardo	A.;	Fritsch,	Lothar;	Pulls,	Tobias;	Herold,	Sebastian;	Iwaya,	Leonardo	H.;	Alfredsson,	Stefan;	Zuccato,	Albin	(2018).	15	(1):	e17.	Archived	from	the	original	on	December	25,	2014.	Random	professional	development	days	are	insufficient.[216]	According	to
Jenkins,	"Beyond	treating	each	technology	in	isolation,	we	would	do	better	to	take	an	ecological	approach,	thinking	about	the	interrelationship	between	different	communication	technologies,	the	cultural	communities	that	grow	around	them,	and	the	activities	they	support.	"[210]	Jenkins	also	suggested	that	the	traditional	curriculum	led	teachers	to
train	students	to	be	single-handed.[210]	However,	today’s	workers	are	increasingly	being	asked	to	work	in	teams,	taking	advantage	of	different	sets	of	experience	and	collaborating	to	solve	problems.	[210]	Learning	styles	and	methods	of	gathering	information	have	evolved,	and	"the	students	often	feel	excluded	from	the	worlds	described	in	their
textbooks	through	the	depersonalized	and	abstract	prose	used	to	describe	them".[210]	These	twenty-first	century	skills	can	be	achieved	by	incorporating	and	engaging	in	technology.	[217]	Changes	in	the	teaching	and	use	of	technology	can	also	promote	a	higher	level	of	learning	among	students	with	different	types	of	intelligence.	[218]	Evaluation
Main	articles:	Educational	assessment	and	e-evaluation	There	are	two	different	evaluation	issues:	the	evaluation	of	educational	technology[210][219]	and	the	evaluation	with	technology.	[220]	Educational	technology	assessments	have	included	the	Follow	Through	project.	Computers,	tablets	and	mobile	devices	Teaching	and	Learning	Online	The	nu
nu	ratelpmoc	o	ejazidnerpa	ed	ovitejbo	nu	raznacla	arap	adanidrooc	arenam	ed	etnemautum	netemorpmoc	es	setnaidutse	sol	euq	le	ne	sopurg	ne	odasab	ejazidnerpa	ed	euqofne	nu	se	ovitarobaloc	task.	"Industria	de	Aprendizaje	Online	Poised	for	$107	Billion	In	2015."	S2CID	17608112.	Class	microphones,	often	wireless,	can	allow	students	and
educators	to	interact	more	clearly.	^	Dieker,	Lisa	A.;	Lane,	Holly	B.;	Allsopp,	David	H.;	O'Brien,	Chris;	Butler,	Tyran	Wright;	Kyger,	Maggie;	Lovin,	LouAnn;	Fenty,	Nicole	S.	E-Content:	Technologies	and	Perspectives	for	the	European	Market.	Ofqual	reports	that	e-marking	is	the	main	type	of	marking	used	for	general	qualifications	in	the	United
Kingdom.	^	Kolpashnikova,	Kamila;	Bartolic,	Silvia	(2019).	However,	66%	said	that	candidates	obtaining	online	titles	were	not	positively	seen	as	job	seekers	with	traditional	titles.	[185]	The	use	of	educational	applications	generally	has	a	positive	effect	on	learning.	Archived	from	the	original	on	14	June	2016.	6	August	2007.	Archived	from	the	original
on	May	27,	2018.	Collège	Mont-Royal.	Many	classrooms	and	educators	are	already	taking	advantage	of	this	free	resource,	for	example,	researchers	and	educators	at	the	University	of	Central	Florida	in	2011	used	Tweets	published	in	relation	to	emergencies	such	as	Hurricane	Irene	as	data	points,	to	teach	their	students	how	to	code	data.[92][93	Social
media	technologies	also	enable	instructors	to	show	how	professional	networks	facilitate	work	at	the	technical	level.	[94]	Covered	classroom	Main	article:	Covered	classroom	This	is	an	instructive	strategy	in	which	computer-assisted	teaching	is	integrated	with	classroom	instruction.	27	(4):	343–361.	Canadian	Family	Physician.	^	Avis,	Peter	(9	October
2014.)	PMC	4264800.	Examples	are	face-to-face	discussion,	instruction	and	feedback	from	the	real-time	teacher	online,	Skype	conversations,	chat	rooms	or	virtual	classrooms	where	everyone	is	online	and	work	in	,adil¡Ãv	,adil¡Ãv	n³Ãisulcnoc	anu	a	necudnoc	euq	sovitacifingis	senortap	ne	sodajubid	,ejazidnerpa	ed	amrofatalp	al	ne	etnaidutse	led
sedadivitca	sal	erbos	sodalipocer	sotad	se	sisil¡ÃnA	.opmeit	omsim	la	through	the	medium	of	visualization	of	data	as	graphics.	pp.	1â	€	“12	The	New	York	Times.	A	great	benefit	of	technology	-based	tests	is	the	option	to	give	students	immediate	information	about	their	answers.	In	1960,	the	University	of	Illinois	created	a	system	of	connected
computers,	known	as	the	Intranet,	to	give	students	access	to	recorded	conferences	and	course	materials	that	could	see	or	use	in	their	free	time.	BIBCODE:	2006JSEDT..15.101F	"Educate	the	most	important	generation	â	€"	Use	personal	cell	phones	as	audience	response	systems	in	the	teaching	of	postsecundary	sciences	".	S2CID	219036372.
News.uci.edu	^	"CRTC	issues	annual	report	on	the	status	of	the	Canadian	communication	system"	(Post	publication.)	"Teach	machines".	^	"IMEDED	INITIATIVE	OF	THE	CUCI	called	Apple	Distinguished	Program."	^	Vegas,	Emiliana	(April	14,	2020.)	^	Cuba,	Larry	(2001.)	"Virtual	reality."	(2010.)	American	scientific	mind.	23	(1):	35â	€	“54.
"Conciliatory	learning"	(PDF.)	International	Journal	of	Educational	Technology	in	Higher	Education.	21	(1):	12â	€	“14.	"For	frustrated	gifted	kids,	a	World	of	online	Opportunities."	Over-stimulation	electronic	devices	such	as	cell	phones	and	computers	facilitate	muddy	access	to	a	stream	of	sources,	each	of	which	can	receive	raven	attention.
ITE.educacion.es	doi:	10.1186/S41239-017-0063-0	^	Skinner,	B.F	(1954).	DOI:	10.1038/SCIENTIFICANMIND1008-42	(August	27,	2014.)	^	Molenda,	M.	September	13,	2018.	These	are	self-contained	units	that	are	labeling	correctly	with	keywords,	or	other	metadata,	and	often	stored	in	a	file	format	XML.	Journal	of	Educational	Computing	Research.
In	Dixon,	F.	Virtual	is	used	in	this	way	wide	to	describe	a	course	that	is	not	taught	in	a	face	to	face,	but	through	a	substitute	way	that	can	enilnO	enilnO	y-2630-900-82511s/7001.01:iod	.rednerpa	arap	acisÃf	alua	la	ri	euq	neneit	on	sanosrep	sal	euq	acifingis	euq	ol	,alua	led	azna±Ãesne	al	noc	etnemlautriv	etnemlautpecnoc	SHRM	Poll	credentials.	^
Holstein,	Kenneth;	McLaren,	Bruce	M.;	Aleven,	Vincent	(2018),	"Learning	benefits	of	students	of	an	awareness	tool	of	mixed	reality	teachers	in	improved	classrooms	of	AI",	conferences	notes	in	computation	sciences,	Springer	International	Publishing,	pp.	154	âgn	Internet	crime.	Edweek.org.	15.	Archive	of	the	original	(PDF)	on	July	17,	2010.	Accessed
October	3,	2013.	^	Crow,	W.	When	the	experience	is	pleasant,	students	commit	themselves	more.	DOI:	10.1016/J	.compedu.2015.05.004.	"A	MOOC	on	privacy	by	design	and	GDPR"	(PDF).	Help	improve	this	section	by	adding	appointments	to	reliable	sources.	26	(3):	344	"359.	Although	the	Internet	would	not	be	created	for	another	day,	students	were
able	to	access	class	information	with	linked	computer	terminals.	(June	â	€	â	€	‹1984).	"The	use	of	summative	assessment	in	line	in	a	undergraduate	financial	accounting	course."	^	"Enabled	learning	for	technology:	more	what	electronic	learning-part	1:	How	is	the	training	management	with	technology?"	Scuola-digitale.it.	^	"Promises	and	traps	of	the
education	in	the	line".	Interactive	digital	video	games	are	used	in	K-12	institutions	and	higher	education.	[102]	Radio	offers	a	synchronous	educational	vehicle,	while	transmitting	audio	through	the	Internet	with	web	transmissions	and	podcasts	can	be	aspicion.	Dog.	^	A	B	Rideout,	V.;	Vanderwater,	E.;	Wartella,	E.	The	instructional	content	is	delivered
outside	the	classroom,	often	in	line.	It	is	eliminated	^	^	.961"	331	.D	.ovitacude	ortnec	la	etropsnart	le	ragap	ed	dadisecen	####	#################################################################
###########################################################################	Analytics	The	importance	of	self-assessment	through	tools	made	available	on	educational	technology	platforms	has	been	growing.	Archived	from	the	original	(PDF)	on	7	February	2014.	CiteSeerXÃ	Â10.1.1.564.4050.	The	concept
of	hypertext	is	traced	to	the	description	of	memex	by	Vannevar	Bush	in	1945.	The	incentive	to	develop	ITS	comes	from	educational	studies	showing	that	individual	tutoring	is	much	more	effective	than	group	teaching,[128][129]	in	addition	to	the	need	for	promoting	learning	on	a	larger	scale.	^	publications.	Mindweave:	Communication,	Computers
and	Distance	Education.	"Technology	in	Education	and	the	Next	Twenty-Five	Years".	Peng;	Mkandawire,	Winnie;	Ngalande,	Emmanuel;	Wu,	Joseph	Tsung-Shu;	Hardy,	Victoria;	Chirambo,	Baxter	Griphin	(2	April	2018).	23	(1):	55¢ÃÂÂ68.	doi:10.1080/15205431003642707.	Amsterdam:	Elsevier	Academic	Press.	The	Washington	Post.
PMIDÃ	Â29609596.	Archived	from	the	original	on	6	January	2017.	Educators	can	post	announcements,	grade	assignments,	check	on	course	activity,	and	participate	in	class	discussions.	Retrieved	9	August	2021.	Educational	technology	is	not	restricted	to	high	technology	but	is	anything	that	enhances	classroom	learning	in	the	utilization	of	blended,
face	to	face,	or	online	learning.[11]	An	educational	technologist	is	someone	who	is	trained	in	the	field	of	educational	technology.	Writing	slates	and	blackboards	have	been	used	for	at	least	a	millennium.[29]	From	their	introduction,	books	and	pamphlets	have	held	a	prominent	role	in	education.	Physical	universities	and	newer	online-only	colleges	offer
to	select	academic	degrees	and	certificate	programs	via	the	Internet.	Computers	and	tablets	enable	learners	and	educators	to	access	websites	as	well	as	applications.	7	August	2007.	"The	five	central	psychological	challenges	facing	effective	mobile	learning".	^	Herold,	Benjamin	(5	February	2016).	Web	conferencing	software	enables	students	and
instructors	to	communicate	with	Another	webcam,	microphone	and	chat	in	real	time	in	a	group	environment.	DOI:	10,1007/S40593-016-0108-X.	Retrieved	on	March	19,	2017.	â	†	‘Papert,	S.	Monroe	Wa:	Environment	Insight	Research.	"Perforations	and	computer	-based	review"	(PDF).	Taught	in	higher	education.	External	links	Wikibooks	has	a	book	on



the	subject:	ICT	in	Wikiversity	Education	has	learning	resources	about	teaching	and	Wikiversity	online	learning	has	learning	resources	on	educational	technology.	Media	related	to	educational	technology	in	Wikimedia	Commons	"Schools	of	the	future	:	Lape	Lear	"1994	Ketc	documentary"	Informal	and	information	technology	have	had	an	important
influence	on	the	theory	of	cognitive	science	.	^	Oliver,	A.;	Osa,	J.	^	A	B	Courts,	B.	"Toward	Wellness:	Women	Seeking	Health	Information".	Lisis	is	the	field	that	focuses	on	analyzing	and	informing	data	on	students'	activities	to	facilitate	learning.	S2CID	12890611.	(2005).	Technology	and	culture.	^	Artesanãa,	Anna	(July	2012).	26	(	1):	30â	€	“6.	Filed
from	the	original	(PDF)	on	March	5,	2016.	and	Moodle.	32	(2):	180â	€	“196.	This	is	due	to	vaporize	geographical	barriers	that	otherwise	separate	people.	[90]	Simplified	social	networks	give	students	a	scope	that	gives	them	opportunities	and	conversations	that	allow	them	to	grow	as	communicators.	[91]	Social	technologies	such	as	Twitter	can
provide	students	with	a	free	data	file	that	date	back	for	several	days.	"Tweeting	an	ethos:	Emergency	Messaging,	Social	Media,	and	Teaching	Technical	Communication".	(2006).	^	A	B	Carpenter	S.	^	Lee,	Yuan-Hsuan	(October	2015).	Parents	and	auditors	The	conceptual	ability	to	supervise	supervise	Classroom	to	ensure	that	you	are	satisfied	with	the
education	that	the	student	is	receiving.	32	(3):	279	"307.	3):	56	"59.	(1994).	The	activities	of	teaching.	"New	Technology	and	Digital	Worlds:	Annose	evidence	of	equity	in	access,	use	and	results".	Learning	networks:	a	field	guide	for	teaching	and	linear	learning.	For	1994,	the	first	high	school	in	Lénea	had	been	founded.	New	York,	New	York,	USA	nero
and	the	participation	of	students	in	learning	through	the	video	game	game	in	a	primary	school	class	Problems	with	the	material	have	problems.	Bibcode:	1965rspsb.162..427s.	Asynchronic	learning	is	beneficial	for	students	who	have	health	problems	or	who	have	child	care	responsibilities.	S2Cidã	¢	11084070.	133	"136	^	A	B	C	J."	Creation	of
classrooms	focused	on	technology	and	student	-centered:	k	â‚¬	â	€	œ12	beliefs	of	teachers,	perceptions,	barriers	and	support	needs	"(PDF).	Springer	International	Publishing.	The	Wall	Street	Journal.	Collaborative	Learning	Main	article:	Collaborative	learning	supported	by	computer	Learning	Collaborated	with	Collaborative	Learning	(CSCL)	Use	all
instructions	designed	to	encourage	or	demand	students	to	work	together	in	learning	tasks,	allowing	social	learning.	Berlãn:	Springer-Verlag.	We	rarely	reflect	explainly	on	the	strange	soyus	soyus	sol	neyurtsnoc	sonmula	sol	om³Ãc	ne	lapicnirp	euqofne	nu	eneit	omsivitcurtsnoc	ed	amrof	atsE	.3102	ed	erbutco	ed	5	le	lanigiro	led	)FDP(	devihcrA	.W
.odnum	le	erbos	anosrep	anu	ed	otneimiconoc	le	n³Ãisicerp	noc	rajelfer	naÃrdop	001	y	0	,somagid	,ertne	oremºÃn	nu	euq	se	euq	n³Ãicon	From	the	new	information,	as	they	interact	with	reality	and	with	other	students	who	provide	different	perspectives.	^	"To	win	post-pandemic,	Edtech	needs	to	start	thinking	big."	Neal-Schuman	Publishers,	Inc.,
2009	^	Sendall,	P;	CecciCci,	W.;	Peslak,	A.	Many	app	developers	and	education	experts	have	been	exploring	smartphone	and	tablet	applications	as	a	means	of	collaborative	learning.	10	(1).	Consultation	on	22	October	2013.	Consultation	on	9	October	2013.	27	March	2020.	Consultation	on	14	April	2021.	^	UNESCO	(5	March	2020).	ISBN9	978-0-415-
26346-7.	Archived	from	the	original	on	15	February	2015.	doi:	10.4324/9781315563312-2.	An	introduction	to	the	history	of	psychology.	Evaluating	learning	in	a	TCC	is	often	through	evaluations	that	can	be	easily	qualified	by	a	computer,	such	as	multiple	option	questions,	drag	and	drop,	radio	button,	simulation	or	other	interactive	media.	51	(3):	561
"577.	The	properly	trained	staff	should	also	be	hired	to	work	with	online	students.	[159]	These	staff	members	must	understand	the	content	area	and	also	be	highly	trained	in	the	use	of	the	computer	and	the	Internet.	Archived	from	the	original	on	August	27,	2008.	^	Redecker,	Christine	(2009).	51	(6):	11	"18.	43	(5):	820	€	-	832.	"Technology-enhanced
formative	evaluation:	a	research-based	pedagogy	to	teach	sciences	with	classroom	response	technology."	S2CIDâ	69552601.	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	29,	2021.	"High-tech	schools	and	low-tech	teaching."	and	Kaye,	A.	Seymour	Papert	(P.	32)	points	out	a	good	example	of	an	option	(bad)	that	has	been	strongly	fixed	on	social	habit	and
material	equipment:	our	"choice"	to	use	the	Qwerty	keyboard.	[207]	The	QWERTY	layout	of	the	letters	on	the	keyboard	was	chosen	le	le	,setnegiletni	sonof©Ãlet	ed	aÃgoloncet	ne	setneicer	sollorrased	noC	.61002.isa/2001.01	:iod	.airatinumoc	dadisrevinu	al	ed	n³Ãicagitsevni	ed	ortneC	.n³Ãisecus	adip¡Ãr	ne	sadaeplog	noreuf	setnecayda	salcet	sal
odnauc	seracsata	a	sasneporp	nare	ribircse	ed	saniuq¡Ãm	saremirp	sal	euqrop	onis	,ribircse	arap	etneicife	s¡Ãm	al	areuf	euqrop	on	Powers	and	storage	capacities	of	modern	Monsites	allow	advanced	development	and	the	use	of	applications.	"Cultivating	a	sense	of	belonging:	using	Twitter	to	establish	a	community	in	a	communication	classroom
introductory."	"Getting	rates	of	massive	open	courses:	behavioral	patterns."	"Technology:	the	emergence	of	a	dangerous	concept".	Since	the	options	tend	to	be	firmly	fixed	on	the	material	team,	the	economic	investment	and	the	social	liver,	the	original	flexibility	disappears	for	all	practical	purposes	once	the	initial	commitments	are	fulfilled.	Tribal
College	Journal	of	American	Indian	Higher	Education.	Cambridge,	Ma:	The	Mit	Press.	Desidoc	Journal	of	Library	&	Amp;	Technology	Information.	^	Loutchko,	Iuri;	Kurbel,	Karl;	Pakhomov,	Alexei:	Production	and	delivery	of	multimedia	courses	for	the	internet	-based	virtual	education;	The	World	Congress	"Learning	in	a	global	environment:	challenges
and	solutions	for	virtual	education",	Berlãn,	Germany,	May	1,	2002	^	"Podcasts	in	Education:	What,	Why	and	How?"	(PDF).	The	abundant	amounts	of	collected	information	are	quantified	for	the	commercialization	of	higher	education,	using	these	data	as	a	means	to	demonstrate	and	compare	the	student	performance	in	institutions	to	attract	potential
students,	reflecting	the	capitalist	notion	of	guaranteeing	efficient	market	operation	and	an	improvement	constant	through	medication.	[213]	This	data	desire	has	fed	the	exploitation	of	higher	education	by	data	and	data	service	providers	that	are	subcontracted	by	institutions	for	their	services.	"Why	the	education	in	line	will	not	replace	the	University-
Yet."	LMSS	range	from	systems	to	manage	educational	records/training	to	software	to	distribute	courses	through	the	Internet	and	offer	characteristics	for	online.	^	In	advance,	M.	Journal	of	Computer	Assisted	Learning.	^	"Universities	use	second	life	to	teach	complex	concepts."	CBT	initially	delivered	content	via	CD-ROM,	CD-ROM,Typically
presented	with	linear	content,	as	well	as	reading	an	online	book	or	manual.	[79]	For	this	reason,	TCC	is	often	used	to	teach	static	processes,	such	as	using	software	or	completing	mathematical	equations.	In	this	regard,	technological	innovations	are	similar	to	legislative	acts	or	political	foundations	that	establish	a	framework	for	public	order	that	will
last	for	many	generations.	doi:	10.3102/0013189x013006004.	Unsw.	^	Auer,	Sören.	The	new	Atlantis.	Education	and	special	education.	^	Culp,	K.M.;	Honey,	M.;	Mandinach,	E.	^	A	B	Johnson,	Henry	M	(2007).	How	people	learn:	brain,	mind,	experience.	TCCs	can	be	a	good	alternative	to	printed	learning	materials,	as	rich	media,	including	videos	or
animations,	can	be	integrated	to	improve	learning.	[79]	However,	TCC	poses	some	learning	challenges.	Instruction	technology:	the	definition	and	domains	of	the	field.	^	Kaplan,	Andreas	(2017).	Students	can	slate	and	screencast	when	the	instructor	grants	rights,	who	sets	permission	levels	for	text	notes,	microphone	rights	and	mouse	control.	[118]	A
virtual	classroom	provides	an	opportunity	for	students	to	receive	direct	instruction	from	a	qualified	teacher	in	an	interactive	setting.	Electronic	marking	has	been	used	to	mark	many	known	high-risk	tests,	which	in	the	UK	include	levels	A	and	GCSE	exams,	and	in	the	US.	U.S.	Includes	the	SAT	test	for	university	admissions.	185-197.	Archived	from	the
original	on	25	February	2013.	doi:	10.1177/0145482x1510900110.	Examples	include	silent	films,	broadcasting	radio	and	television,	none	of	which	has	maintained	much	support	in	the	daily	practices	of	conventional	formal	education.	[189]	Technology	itself	does	not	necessarily	result	in	fundamental	improvementseducational	practice.	[190]	The	focus
should	be	on	the	interaction	of	the	student	with	technology,	not	on	technology	itself.	Asynchronous	collaborations	allow	the	student	to	seek	help####	#############################################	I'm	not	sure.In	particular	by	using	classroom	response	systems	(CRS).[221]	a	crs	is	a	tool	in	which	each	student	has	a
portable	device	that	is	associated	with	the	teacher's	computer.	Higher	education	at	the	crossroads	of	rupture:	the	university	of	the	xxith	century.	"confusing	terminology:	#e-learning,	learning	technologist,	educational	technologist,...discussed	by	@A_L_T	members."	consulted	on	January	1,	2019.	"how	Covid-19	brought	the	class	of	the	university	of
toront	of	'24	together	online."	pmid	3029349.	↑	annetta,	leonard;	mangrum,	jennifer;	holmes,	shawn;	collazo,	kimberly;	cheng,	Meng‐Tzu	(12	May	2009)	issn	1057-2252.	"effectiveness	of	cyber-rent	schools:	a	review	of	learning	research."	^	an,	and.	the	instructor	then	asks	multiple	questions	of	choice	or	true	or	false	and	the	students	respond	on	your
device.	[221]	depending	on	the	software	used,	the	answers	can	be	shown	in	a	graph	so	that	students	and	the	teacher	can	see	the	percentage	of	students	who	gave	each	answer	and	the	teacher	can	focus	on	what	went	wrong.[222]	Summary	evaluations	are	more	common	in	the	classrooms	and	are	usually	set	to	be	more	easily	qualified,	as	they	take	the
form	of	tests	or	projects	with	specific	classifications.	^	bats,	a.	national	private	schools	are	also	available	online.	sharable	content	object	reference	model	(scorm)	is	a	collection	of	standards	and	specifications	that	applies	to	certain	e-learning	based	on	the	web.	^	a	b	harris,	j.;	mishra,	p.;	koehler,	m.	cognitivism	cognitive	science	suffered	significant
changes	in	the	1960s	and	1970s	to	the	point	that	some	described	the	period	as	a	"cognitive	revolution"	particularly	in	reaction	to	behaviorism.	[61]	while	retaining	the	empirical	framework	of	behavior,	the	theories	ofcognitive	look	beyond	behavior	to	explain	brain-based	learning	by	considering	how	human	memory	works	to	promote	learning.
doi:10.1353/tech.2010.0009.	Oversold	and	Underused:	Computers	in	the	Classroom	(PDF).	(PDF).	of	College	Teaching	&	Learning.	This	is	a	common	feature	of	groupware	for	virtual	meetings,	collaboration,	and	instant	messaging.	^	Kemp,	Nenagh;	Grieve,	Rachel	(1	January	2014).	TechCrunch.	"Keeping	an	Online	Class	Interesting	and	Interactive".
Cocking,	eds.	Retrieved	12	July	2014.	These	infrastructures	collect	information	such	as	learning	management	system	logins,	library	metrics,	impact	measurements,	teacher	evaluation	frameworks,	assessment	systems,	learning	analytic	traces,	longitudinal	graduate	outcomes,	attendance	records,	social	media	activity,	and	so	on.	A	recent	trend	in
LCMSs	is	to	address	this	issue	through	crowdsourcing	(cf.SlideWiki[124]).	In	research,	these	professions	typically	require	a	graduate	degree	(Master's,	Doctorate,	Ph.D.,	or	D.Phil.)	in	a	field	related	to	educational	psychology,	educational	media,	experimental	psychology,	cognitive	psychology	or,	more	purely,	in	the	fields	of	educational,	instructional	or
human	performance	technology	or	instructional	design.	In	computer-based	training	(CBT)	or	computer-based	learning	(CBL),	the	learning	interaction	was	between	the	student	and	computer	drills	or	micro-world	simulations.	"The	Year	of	the	MOOC".	"1973-1977	The	National	Development	Programme	NDPCAL".	Harasim,	ed.,	Global	Networks:
Computerizing	the	International	Community,	MIT	Press,	pp.	World	Vision	Higher	Secondary	College	-	Wikipedia	Education	Program	E-learning	is	increasingly	being	utilized	by	students	who	may	not	want	to	go	to	traditional	brick	and	mortar	schools	due	to	severe	allergies	or	other	medical	issues,	fear	of	school	violence	and	school	bullying	and	students
whose	parents	would	like	to	homeschool	but	do	not	feel	qualified.[147]	Online	schools	create	a	haven	for	students	to	receive	a	quality	education	while	almost	completely	avoiding	these	common	problems.	Besides,	the	virtual	classroom	provides	a	social	learning	environment	that	replicates	the	traditional	"brick	and	mortar"	###
##################################################################ISBN	978-0787986834	^	Chi,	Michelene	T.H;	Siler,	Stephanie	A.;	Jeong,	Heisawn;	Yamauchi,	Takashi;	Hausmann,	Robert	G.	"Dialogue	and	knowledge	building	in	e-learning:	Exploring	students'	perceptions	about	their	learning	while	using	the
asynchronous	discussion	board	of	Blackboard."	^	"Distance	learning	solutions."	PMC	4228829.	^	Willingham,	Daniel	(Summer	2010.)	"Mobile	health	(mHealth)	approaches	and	lessons	for	increased	performance	and	retention	of	community	health	workers	in	low-	and	middle-income	countries:	a	review."	39	(4):	283–295.
doi:10.1080/15391523.2009.10782536	^	a	b	Seely	Brown,	John;	Adler,	Richard	P.	"Movement	of	quantity	to	quality	in	the	provision	of	information."	Applications	are	designed	after	games,	which	provide	a	fun	way	to	review.	This	type	of	concept,	called	PLATO	(a	course	programmed	for	automatic	teaching	operations),	was	quickly	introduced
worldwide.	C.	JRC	Scientific	and	Technical	Reports	(EUR	23664	EN	-	2009.)	According	to	a	study	conducted	by	the	U.S.	Department	of	Education	In	2006-2007,	about	66	per	cent	of	public	and	private	post-secondary	schools	participating	in	student	financial	assistance	programmes	offered	some	distance	learning	courses;	records	show	77	per	cent	of
enrolment	in	credit	courses	with	an	online	component.	[The	necessary	vocation]	In	2008,	the	Council	of	Europe	adopted	a	declaration	that	supports	the	e-learning	potential	to	promote	equality	and	improvements	in	education	across	the	EU.	[47]	The	computer	mediated	communication	(CMC)	is	between	students	and	instructors,	mid-on-the-top
computer.	531:	95–107.	5:	1278.	Consultation	on	25	October	2012.	S2CID	92982580.	S2CIDdoi:10.1098/rspb.1965.0048	pmid	25500595.	"to	understand	the	new	strategic	importance	of	educational	technologists	within	higher	education:	a	critical	review	of	literature."	do	not	confuse	with####
###########################################################Too	much	information,	which	comes	too	fast,	can	overwhelm	thought	[202]	technology	is	"altering	our	brains	quickly	and	deeply."	[203]	High	levels	of	exposure	stimulate	the	alteration	of	brain	cells	and	release	neurotransmitters,	which	causes	the
strengthening	of	some	neuronal	pathways	and	the	weakening	of	others.	peterson's.	On	the	other	hand,	the	ia	can	share	the	workload	and	recommend	the	best	course	of	actions	(e.g.	by	pointing	out	which	students	require	more	help),	but	they	can	only	operate	in	the	previously	specified	domain	and	cannot	handle	tasks	such	as	providing	emotional
support	or	corrective	lessons	for	needy	students.	[137]	However,	existing	systems	were	designed	under	the	assumption	that	students	progress	at	the	same	rate.	[138]	Understanding	how	to	support	teachers	in	a	realistic,	highly	differentiated	classroom	and	at	their	own	pace,	remains	an	open	research	problem.	[136]	configuration	and	preschool	class
sectors	several	forms	of	electronic	media	can	be	a	feature	of	preschool	life.	[139]	Although	parents	report	a	positive	experience,	the	impact	of	such	use	has	not	been	systematically	assessed.	[139]	preschool	activity	the	age	at	which	a	particular	child	could	begin	to	hear	a	particular	technology,	such	as	a	cell	phone	or	a	computer,	could	depend	on
equating	a	technological	resource	with	the	recipient's	development	capabilities,	such	as	the	age-old	stages	labeled	by	the	Swiss	psychologist,	jean	piaget.	[140	]	parameters	have	been	suggested,	such	as	age	appropriation,	coherence	with	the	requested	values	and	educational	and	entertainment	aspects	concurrent,	to	choose	means.	[141]	at	preschool
level,	technology	can	be	introduced	in	several	ways.	consulted	on	August	26,	2017.	^	green,	thomasThe	creation	and	maintenance	of	the	comprehensive	learning	content	require	initial	and	continuous	investments	of	human	work.	^	Harasim,	L.,	Hiltz,	S.,	Teles,	L.	Researchgate.	Archive	of	the	original	on	October	31,	2010.	Archive	of	the	original	in
October	2013.	Archived	from	the	original	on	14	August	2021.	"Historical	foundations".	Retrieved	1	February	2021.	"E-learning"	redirects	here.	^	Cassidy,	Margaret	(2004).	Education	Week.	309	(2):	62¢ÃÂÂ68.	S2CIDÃ	Â144957844.	Virtual	schools	are	"cybercharter	schools"[150]	with	innovative	administrative	models	and	course	delivery	technology.
[150]	Education	technology	also	seems	to	be	an	interesting	method	of	engaging	gifted	youths	that	are	under-stimulated	in	their	current	educational	program.[151]	This	can	be	achieved	with	after-school	programs	or	even	technologically-integrated	curricula,	for	example:	Virtual	reality	integrated	courses	(VRIC)	can	be	developed	for	any	course	in
order	to	give	them	such	stimulation.[152]	3D	printing	integrated	courses	(3dPIC)	can	also	give	youths	the	stimulation	they	need	in	their	educational	journey.[153]	UniversitÃ©Â	de	MontrÃ©Âal's	Projet	SEUR[154]	in	collaboration	with	CollÃ¨Âge	Mont-Royal	and	La	Variable	are	heavily	developing	this	field.[155]	Higher	education	Main	article:	Online
learning	in	higher	education	Wikimedia	Taiwan	10	Anniversary	Conference	Combining	the	Education	and	Wikimedia	in	Taiwan	Taking	the	Higher	Education	as	an	Example	Online	college	course	enrollment	has	seen	a	29%	increase	in	enrollment	with	nearly	one	third	of	all	college	students,	or	an	estimated	6.7	million	students	are	currently	enrolled	in
online	classes.[156][157]	In	2009,	44%	of	post-secondary	students	in	the	USA	were	taking	some	or	all	of	their	courses	online,	which	was	projected	to	rise	to	81%	by	2014.[158]	Although	a	large	proportion	of	for-profit	higher	education	institutions	now	offer	online	classes,	only	about	half	of	private,	non-profit	schools	do	so.	Archived	from	the	original	on
17	September	2018.	Most	of	corporate	e-learning	is	asynchronous	and	delivered	and	managed	via	learning	management	systems.[166]	The	big	challenge	in	corporate	e-learning	is	to	engage	the	staff,	especially	on	compliance	for	which	the	periodic	training	of	personnel	is	required	by	law	or	regulations.	Contemporary	problems	in	social	media
marketing.	^	Shurville,	S.;	Browne,	T.;	Whitaker,	M.	^	Rosenberg,	Richard	(2004).	S2CID	19228797.	Computer	-based	training	is	conceptually	similar	to	web	-based	training	(WBT),	which	is	delivered	through	the	Internet	using	a	web	browser.	The	software	to	develop	TCC	is	often	complex	of	what	an	expert	in	the	field	or	a	teacher	can	use.	[79]	The
lack	of	human	interaction	can	limit	both	the	type	of	content	that	can	be	presented	and	the	type	of	evaluation	that	can	be	carried	out	and	may	need	supplementation	with	the	discussion	in	the	liber	or	other	interactive	elements.	S2CIDã	¢	145413489.	P.	105.	ISSNã	¢	1472-6920.	^	Verzosa	Hurley,	Elise;	Kimme	Heal,	Amy	C.	Social	relationships	are
important,	but	high	-technology	environments	can	compromise	the	balance	of	trust,	care	and	respect	between	the	teacher	and	the	student.	[196]	The	open	line	courses	massively	(MOOC),	although	quite	popular	in	the	discussions	of	technology	and	education	in	the	developed	countries	(more	than	in	the	United	States),	they	are	not	an	important
concern	in	the	majority	of	the	country	in	development	or	low	income.	Filed	(PDF)	of	the	original	on	January	2,	2019.	The	value	of	the	education	in	the	line	is	not	in	its	ability	to	have	established	a	world	for	distance	learning,	but	in	its	power	so	that	this	type	of	process	of	process	of	learning	is	more	efficient	in	providing	an	average	medium.	in	which	the
instructor	and	her	students	can	interact	practically	between	Sã	in	real	time.	These	disadvantages	can	be	administered	with	strict	rules	and	regulations	on	the	use	of	a	minor	phono.	www.docebo.com.	Known	as	"Etwinning",	collaborative	learning	backed	by	computer	(CSCL)	allows	students	in	School	communicate	with	students	in	another	who	would
not	be	able	to	know	otherwise,	[86]	[87]	improving	educational	results	[88]	and	cultural	integration.	Archived	(PDF)	from	the	original	on	December	31,	2018.	"The	story	of	online	education."	Archived	from	original	on	3	August	2016.	^	Vie,	Stephanie	(3	July	2017).	Huffington	Post.	15	(6):	413¢ÃÂÂ425.	Now	that	typing	has	become	a	digital	process,	this
is	no	longer	an	issue,	but	the	QWERTY	arrangement	lives	on	as	a	social	habit,	one	that	is	very	difficult	to	change.	Proceedings	of	the	23rd	International	Conference	on	World	Wide	Web	-	WWW	'14.	^	Friess,	Erin;	Lam,	Chris	(October	2018).	Medical	students	at	University	of	California	Irvine	that	utilized	iPad	academically	have	been	reported	to	score
23%	higher	on	national	exams	than	previous	classes	that	did	not.	One	approach	looks	at	five	aspects:[127]	Fact	¢ÃÂÂ	unique	data	(e.g.	symbols	for	Excel	formula,	or	the	parts	that	make	up	a	learning	objective)	Concept	¢ÃÂÂ	a	category	that	includes	multiple	examples	(e.g.	Excel	formulas,	or	the	various	types/theories	of	instructional	design)	Process
¢ÃÂÂ	a	flow	of	events	or	activities	(e.g.	how	a	spreadsheet	works,	or	the	five	phases	in	ADDIE)	Procedure	¢ÃÂÂ	step-by-step	task	(e.g.	entering	a	formula	into	a	spreadsheet	or	the	steps	that	should	be	followed	within	a	phase	in	ADDIE)	Strategic	principle	¢ÃÂÂ	a	task	performed	by	adapting	guidelines	(e.g.	doing	a	financial	projection	in	a	spreadsheet,
or	using	a	framework	for	designing	learning	environments)	Pedagogical	elements	Human	respiratory	system	pedagogical	Pedagogical	elements	are	defined	as	structures	or	units	of	educational	material.	Educational	research	Disciplines	Evaluation	History	Organization	Philosophy	PsychologyÃ	Â(school)	TechnologyÃ	Â(electronic	marking)
International	education	School	counseling	Special	education	Female	education	Teacher	education	Core	ideas	Free	education	Right	to	education	Curricular	domains	Arts	Business	Computer	science	Early	childhood	Engineering	Language	Literacy	Mathematics	Performing	arts	Science	Social	science	Technology	Vocational	Methods	Case	method
Conversation	analysis	Discourse	analysis	Factor	analysis	Factorial	experiment	Focus	group	Multivariate	statistics	Participant	observation	vte	Educational	technology	(commonly	abbreviated	as	edutech,	or	edtech)	is	the	combined	use	of	computer	hardware,	software,	and	educational	theory	and	practice	to	facilitate	learning.[1][2]	When	referred	to
with	its	abbreviation,	edtech,	it	is	often	referring	to	the	industry	of	companies	that	create	educational	technology.[3][4]	In	addition	to	practical	educational	experience,	educational	technology	is	based	on	theoretical	knowledge	from	various	disciplines	such	as	communication,	education,	psychology,	sociology,	artificial	intelligence,	and	computer
science.[5]	It	encompasses	several	domains	including	learning	theory,	computer-based	training,	online	learning,	and	m-learning,	where	mobile	technologies	are	used.	^	"Technology	in	the	Preschool	Classroom".	Undergraduates'	opinions	and	test	performance	in	classroom	vs.	Mobile-assisted	language	learning	(MALL)	is	the	use	of	handheld
computers	or	cell	phones	to	assist	in	language	learning.	Smart	Learning	Environments.	S2CIDÃ	Â9225441.	^	a	b	"Guiding	Principles	for	Use	of	Technology	with	Early	Learners".	The	former	focuses	on	the	understanding	of	the	thinking	or	cognitive	processes	of	an	individual	while	the	latter	includes	social	processes	as	influences	in	learning	besides
cognition.[64]	These	two	schools,	however,	share	the	view	that	learning	is	more	than	a	behavioral	change	but	is	rather	a	mental	process	used	by	the	learner.[64]	Constructivism	Educational	psychologists	distinguish	between	several	types	of	constructivism:	individual	(or	psychological)	constructivism,	such	as	Piaget's	theory	of	cognitive	development,
and	social	constructivism.	Bibcode:2014arXiv1403.3100A.	^	Termos,	Mohamad	(2012).	For	example,	"hybrid	learning"	or	"blended	learning"	may	refer	to	classroom	aids	and	laptops,	or	may	refer	to	approaches	in	which	traditional	classroom	time	is	reduced	but	not	eliminated,	and	is	replaced	with	some	online	"Distributed	learning"	can	describe	the
electronic	learning	component	of	a	hybrid	approach,	or	distance	learning	environments.	[70]	Synchronic	and	asynchronic	learning	can	be	synchronous	or	asynchronic.	Object	learning	standards	has	made	a	lot	of	effort	in	the	reuse	of	technical	materials	based	on	electronic	and,	in	particular,	in	the	creation	or	reuse	of	learning	objects.	^	A	B
Cavanaugh,	C	(2009).	International	Journal	of	Artificial	Intelligence	in	Education.	"Distance	education	in	the	United	States:	past,	present,	future"	.26	(2):	73â	€	90.	Formation	of	the	Faculty	for	Improved	Learning	on	the	Web.	Retrieved	on	March	19,	2018.	â	†	‘Lombardi,	Patrizia;	Giordano,	Silvia;	Farauh,	Hend;	Yousef,	Wael	(June	2012).	^	"Student
self	-assessment".	Retrieved	on	May	24,	2014.	PMID	21688111.	^	Williamson,	Ben;	Bayne,	Sian;	Shay,	Solen	(2020).	ISBN	9781595935939.	filed	from	the	original	on	June	20,	2018.	Unbound	by	Place	or	Time:	Museums	and	Online	Learning.	Learning	Management	Systems	also	offers	a	non	-linear	presentation	of	curricular	content	and	objectives,
giving	students	the	choice	of	rhythm	and	the	order	of	information	learned.	[20]	The	board	can	be	used	for	K-12	education,	higher	education,	companies	and	government	collaboration.	[122]	Moodle	is	a	free	system	of	open	cédigo	courses	that	provides	combined	learning	opportunities,	as	well	as	platforms	for	distance	learning	courses.	[123]	A	learning
content	management	system	A	learning	management	system	(LCMS)	is	software	for	author	content	(courses,	reusable	content	objects).	(June	2016).	Springer	Us.	Harvard	University	Press.	"Modejar	and	understand	the	behavior	of	students	outside	work	in	smart	systems	of	tutor."	Human	rupagniS	rupagniS	ed	n³Ãitseg	al	ed	osac	ed	oidutse	nU
:otneimiconoc	led	n³Ãitseg	ed	osruc	nu	ne	ocin³Ãrtcele	ejazidnerpa	ed	olud³Ãm	nu	ed	gnidnelB	le	odnaulavE	.C	drahciR	y	seppuS	kcirtaP	,drofnatS	ed	dadisrevinU	al	ed	aÃgolocisp	ed	seroseforp	sol	,0691	ed	adac©Ãd	al	ed	sodaidem	A	.hctaW	(SMU).	Proceedings	of	the	SIGCHI	Conference	on	Human	Factors	in	Computing	Systems	-	CHI	'07.	Driscoll
(Eds.),	Handbook	of	Research	on	Educational	Communications	and	Technology	(Third.,	pp.	14	(2):	6¢ÃÂÂ7.	Artificial	intelligence	Main	article:	Artificial	intelligence	Artificial	intelligence	(33661764490)	As	artificial	intelligence	(AI)	becomes	more	prominent	in	this	age	of	big	data,	it	has	also	been	widely	adopted	in	K-12	classrooms.	The	topic	of	online
education	started	primarily	in	the	late	1900s	when	institutions	and	businesses	started	to	make	products	to	assist	students'	learning.	S2CIDÃ	Â145400905.	29	August	2013.	Bloomberg	News.	American	Progress.	ISSNÃ	Â0360-1315.	Private	institutions	may	become	more	involved	with	on-line	presentations	as	the	costs	decrease.	S2CIDÃ	Â3745158.
doi:10.1038/scientificamerican0813-62.	^	Beagle,	Martha;	Hudges,	Don.	Similar	to	an	enterprise	resource	planning	(ERP),	it	is	a	back	office	tool	which	aims	at	streamlining	every	aspect	of	the	training	process:	planning	(training	plan	and	budget	forecasting),	logistics	(scheduling	and	resource	management),	financials	(cost	tracking,	profitability),
reporting,	and	sales	for-profit	training	providers.[125]	A	training	management	system	can	be	used	to	schedule	instructors,	venues,	and	equipment	through	graphical	agendas,	optimize	resource	utilization,	create	a	training	plan	and	track	remaining	budgets,	generate	reports	and	share	data	between	different	teams.	S2CIDÃ	Â3759016.
"Conceptualizing	the	emerging	field	of	smart	learning	environments".	"The	2	Sigma	Problem:	The	Search	for	Methods	of	Group	Instruction	as	Effective	as	One-to-One	Tutoring".	"Building	a	Global	Network:	The	WBSI	Experience",	in	L.	S2CIDÃ	Â28051545.	^	Fletcher,	S	(2013).	pp.Ã	Â215¢ÃÂÂ230.	Learners	have	the	ability	to	pause	and	rewind,	to
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consider	about	the	computer	has	nothing	to	do	with	its	efficiency	as	a	teaching	tool.	"Recent	Meta-reviews	and	Meta¢ÃÂÂanalyses	of	AIED	Systems".	Effective	Teaching	with	Technology	in	Higher	Education	San	Francisco:	Jossey-Bass/John	Wiley,	2003	^	OECD	(2005)	E-Learning	in	Tertiary	Education:	Where	Do	We	Stand?	Archived	from	the	original
on	4	April	2016.	S2CIDÃ	Â20698402.	Comparing	the	Effects	of	New	Media	and	Old	Media	Use	on	the	Education-Based	Knowledge	Gap".	Educational	Technology.	35	(2):	208¢ÃÂÂ217.	^	Biocchi,	Michael.	Depending	on	permission	settings,	this	visual	learning	can	be	interactive	and	participatory,	including	writing	and	manipulating	images	on	the
interactive	whiteboard.[117]	Virtual	classroom	This	section	needs	additional	citations	for	verification.	Archived	from	the	original	on	4	October	2013.	This	article	incorporates	text	from	this	source,	which	is	in	the	public	domain.	"Five	Challenges	and	Solutions	in	Online	Music	Teacher	Education".	From	the	early	twentieth	century,	duplicating	machines
such	as	the	mimeograph	and	Gestetner	stencil	devices	were	used	to	produce	short	copy	runs	(typically	10¢ÃÂÂ50	copies)	for	classroom	or	home	use.	Building	Asynchronous	and	Synchronous	Teaching-Learning	Environments:	Exploring	a	Course/Classroom	Management	System	Solution	Archived	13	June	2010	at	the	Wayback	Machine.	Michel	Rich,	an
associate	professor	at	Harvard	Medical	School	and	executive	director	of	the	center	on	Media	and	Child	Health	in	Boston,	said	of	the	digital	generation,	"Their	brains	are	rewarded	not	for	staying	on	task,	but	for	jumping	to	the	next	thing.	^	a	b	"Technology	Impact	on	Learning".	Students	with	special	talents	or	interests	outside	of	the	available	curricula
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morfhcrah	Technology	from	the	field	of	informal.	Schools	such	as	the	Massachusetts	Institute	of	Technology	(MIT)	have	made	certain	free	course	materials	in	line.	[181]	Although	some	aspects	of	a	classroom	environment	are	lost	using	these	resources,	they	are	ostile	tools	to	add	additional	support	to	the	education	system.	The	disadvantages	of	this
form	of	educational	technology	are	evidently	evident:	the	image	and	sound	quality	is	often	granulated	or	pixelada;	Videoconferencing	requires	establishing	a	type	of	mini-tissue	study	within	the	museum	for	diffuse,	space	becomes	a	problem,	and	specialized	equipment	is	required	for	the	supplier	and	the	participant.	[42]	The	university	opened	in	Great
Britain	[40]	and	the	University	of	Columbia	Britian	(where	Blackboard	Inc.	has	been	incorporated,	now	incorporated	into	Blackboard	Inc.)	began	a	revolution	of	using	the	Internet	to	offer	learning,	[[	43]	making	intensive	use	of	the	web	-based	training,	line	learning	in	line	and	the	discussion	in	line	among	students.	[44]	practitioners	such	as	Harasim
(1995)	[45]	emphasize	the	use	of	learning	networks.	Journal	of	the	Canadian	Association	for	Curriculum	Studies.	^	Bowdon,	Melody	A.	Doi:	10.1007/S10956-006-0360-1.	"Class	response	systems:	a	literature	review."	The	virtual	classroom	provides	a	structured	class	schedule,	which	can	be	ostile	for	students	who	can	find	the	freedom	of	asynchronous
learning	to	be	overwhelming.	Hauppaug,	NY:	Nova	Science	Publishers,	Inc.	Screencasting	allows	users	to	share	their	screens	directly	from	their	browser	and	make	the	void	available	in	the	line	so	that	other	spectators	can	transmit	the	vigor	directly.	[103]	The	presenter	has	the	ability	to	show	his	ideas	and	flow	of	thoughts	instead	of	simply	explaining
them	as	simple	text	content.	E-Marking	mark	a	scanned	script	or	online	response	on	a	computer	screen	instead	of	on	paper.	^	andone,	diana;	holotescu,	carmen;	grosseck,	gabriela	(26	November)S2CIDâ	142593701.	^	Kronholz,	J.	Review	of	research	in	education.	^	CAMPAÍA,	LAURA	V.;	Ouimet,	Donald	A.	Definition:	Whiteboard	filed	on	March	27,
2016	on	the	Wayback	machine.	The	first	multi-choice	evaluation,	on	a	large	scale,	was	the	Army	alpha,	used	to	assess	intelligence	and,	more	specifically,	the	skills	of	the	military	recruits	of	World	War	I.	European	Council.	"Games	in	the	classroom."	The	benefits	of	app-assisted	learning	have	been	displayed	in	all	age	groups.	Revista	de	Investigación
sobre	Tecnología	en	Educación.	New	York:	Appleton-Century-Crofts.	"Computer-based	technology	and	student	participation:	a	critical	review	of	literature."	P.	23.	S2CIDâ	61281934.	Engadget.	This	collaborative	learning	differs	from	the	instruction	in	which	the	instructor	is	the	main	source	of	knowledge	and	skills.	[79]	Neologism	"E-Learning	1.0"
refers	to	direct	instruction	used	in	the	first	computer-based	learning	and	training	systems	(CBL).	23	(1):	1	€	-	5.	28	(2):	54	"62.	Even	in	recent	years,	videoconference	has	increased	in	popularity	to	reach	more	than	20,000	students	in	the	United	States	and	Canada	in	2008	"2009.	PMC	3636306.	The	University	of	Chicago	Press.	^	"School	2.0".	Each	of
these	numerous	terms	has	had	its	defenders,	which	point	to	possible	distinctive	features.	[16]	However,	many	terms	and	concepts	in	educational	technology	have	been	nebulously	defined;	for	example,	Fiedler's	review	of	literature	found	an	agreement	of	total	lack	of	the	components	of	a	personal	learning	environment.	^	A	B	Utley,	Rose	(2010).	Infant
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euq	odaD	sortseam	ed	n³ÃicamroF	Istimulation.	[109]	Computers	in	the	classroom	have	been	shown	to	increase	commitment	and	inter	-s	rates	when	computers	and	smart	devices	are	used	politely	in	classrooms.	[110]	[111]	[more	source]	Collaborative	and	social	learning	more	information:	social	networks	in	education	website	of	groups,	blogs,	wikis
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independent	of	the	format,	which	means	that	although	the	unit	can	be	delivered	in	several	ways,	the	pedagogical	structures	themselves	are	not	the	textbook,	the	website,	the	videoconference,	videoconference,LECCIÓN,	ASSIGNMENT,	QUESTION	OF	OPCIAL	MISTECT,	QUESTIONNAIRE,	DISCUSSION	GROUP	OR	A	CASE	STUDY,	ALL	WHICH	ARE
POSSIBLE	ME.	Retrieved	on	March	24,	2011.	Additional	use	of	large	-scale	technology	was	used	in	the	training	of	soldiers	during	and	after	World	War	II	using	movies	and	other	mediated	materials,	such	as	projectors.	Retrieved	on	January	30,	2014.	Archive	(PDF)	of	the	original	on	October	20,	2013.	Instruction	science:	38.	According	to	the	winner,
recurring	patterns	in	everyday	life	tend	to	become	an	unconscious	process	that	we	learn	to	give	for	giving	seated.	Archive	of	the	original	on	March	27,	2013.	Talented	children	today.	Students	who	grow	in	this	digital	age	have	an	extensive	exhibition	to	a	variety	of	media.	[48]	The	main	high	-technology	companies	have	financed	schools	to	provide	the
ability	to	teach	their	students	through	technology.	[49]	2015	was	the	first	year	in	which	private	non	-profit	organizations	enrolled	at	more	than	liber	students,	although	the	public	universities	have	registered	the	largest	number	of	students	in	line.	^	Skinner,	B.F.	(1958).	"First	Beta	Pãºblica	de	Slidewiki.org".	CSCL	is	similar	as	terminology,	"e-learning
2.0"	and	"collaborative	network	learning"	(NCL).	[80]	With	the	advances	of	web	2.0,	share	information	between	several	people	on	a	network	has	become	much	more	easily	and	the	use	has	increased.	"A	cultivation	broth	for	creative	and	attractive	educational	efforts."	[81]:	Learning	takes	place	through	conversations	about	content	and	interaction	based
on	problems	and	actions.	On	the	contrary,	the	CBT/CBL	generally	means	individualized	learning	(self	-study),	while	CMC	involves	the	facilitation	of	the	educator/tutor	and	requires	the	scenario	of	activities	flexible	learning	Eduteech:	A	World	Bank	blog	on	the	use	of	ICT	in	Education	^	Trenholm,	Sven	(July	21,	2016).	"ICT	that	supports	the	learning
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to	virtual	blackboards	in	which	computer	software	applications	simulate	the	boards	allowing	writing	or	drawing.	25	(4):	471	"533.	Help	to	Improve	this	article	by	adding	quotes	to	reliable	sources.	P.	Communication	of	the	Commission:	e-learning	"designing"	tiles	in	niit	"corn	education	(male	education	(April	7,	2009).	^	Murray,	Kristine;	Rhonda
Waller	(May	May	"June	2007).	www.wiley.com.	The	electronic	marking	software	is	used	by	individual	educational	institutions	and	also	can	be	implemented	to	the	participating	schools	of	organizations	for	awarding	exits	organizations.	Accessed	September	16,	2021	.	Archive	of	the	original	on	May	24,	2014.	^	"Study:	the	registration	in	the	line	of	the
courses	that	rosely	rise	in	organizations	without	fine	S	of	private	profit.	"	Filed	from	the	original	on	January	2,	2019.	10	(2):	173	"190.	doi:	10.1016/j.iheduc.2010.10.001.	McGraw	Hill.	Handbook	of	Educatio	Theory."	Istimulation:	use	of	Apple	iPad	with	Ch	".	Archive	of	the	original	on	January	29,	2013.	Participants	can	raise	their	hands,	answer	surveys
or	take	tests.	Issn	'1560-4292.	Teach	in	line:	a	guide	of	theory,	research	and	practical.	S2CID	'150964098.	Web.	^	A	B	lai,	K.W.	(2008).	"Use	of	technology	to	create	a	dynamic	experience	in	the	classroom".	P.	219.	Proquest	2014).	Accessed	November	20,	2014.	Interactive	blackboards	allow	students	and	instructors	to	write	in	the	Touch.	The	concern
is	that	we	are	raising	a	generation	of	children	in	front	of	the	screens	whose	brains	are	to	connect	differently."	[201]	Students	have	always	faced	distractions;	computers	and	cell	phones	are	a	particular	challenge	because	the♪	I'm	not	in	the	world	♪of	educational	applications	on	mobile	devices	reduces	the	achievement	gap	between	students	with
difficulty	and	average.	[186]	some	educational	applications	improve	group	work	by	allowing	students	to	receive	feedback	on	answers	and	promote	collaboration	in	troubleshooting.	doi:10.1007/s11528-009-0302-x.	s2cid	10783064.	^	strauss,	valerie	(22	September	2012)	consulted	on	5	November	2010.	^	report	by	Tech.Ed.Gov	(2017).	students	can
have	direct	and	immediate	access	to	their	instructor	to	obtain	instant	information	and	address.	Archived	from	the	original	(pdf)	on	December	28,	2016.	4	September	2012.	newsweek	27	February	2011.	devices	sent	by	the	school	and	student	privacy	filed	on	April	13,	2017	in	the	wayback	machine,	April	13,	2017,	executive	summary.Business	and
professional	communication	quarterly.	the	evolution	of	American	educational	technology.	"Computer-managed	instruction:	an	alternative	teaching	strategy."41	(4):	393-416.	isbn	9781450340823.	issn	0013-1962.	dr.	dimitri	chistakis,	another	surveyor	reported	that	the	evidence	is	mounting	that	baby	dvds	have	no	value	and	can	be	harmful.[192][193]
[194][195]	educational	materials	adaptable	to	the	capacity	of	each	student	and	calculate	socitation,	but	this	encourages	students	to	work	individually	instead	of	socially	or	collaboratively	(kruse,	2013.)	paul,	trenchett,	tr.	most	virtual	classroom	applications	provide	a	recording	function.	^	de	castell,	s.	^	a	b	bates,	a.	88:	182–191.	^	simpson,	C.W.;
prusak,	l.	"carry	on	learning."	"or	self-paid	electronic	learning	market."	arXiv:1403.3100.	archived	from	the	original	on	October	25,	2012.	cambridge,	ma:	mit	press.	archived	from	the	original	on	November	5,	2013	alua	alua	le	ecaH"	.dadivitaerc	al	natam	saleucsE	.101	:)1(	51	.148058.4102.25227501/0801.01:iod	.)2202	ed	orerbef	ed	82	ovitcani(
33348701.8991.45420401/0801.01:iod	.T	,kainhcutaM	;.M	,reuahcsraW	^	.soesum	ed	n³Ãicacude	al	noc	ralupop	etnemlaicepse	euf	system	(cps)	increase	the	possibilities	of	students	to	obtain	a	good	degree	in	university	basic	courses	and	increase	retention?"	filed	from	the	original	on	August	9,	2021.	Consequently,	there	are	several	discrete	aspects	to
describe	the	intellectual	and	technical	development	of	educational	technology:	educational	technology	as	the	theory	and	practice	of	educational	approaches	for	learning.	Bibcode:2009IJSEd.31.1091A	10	march	2014.	In	this	framework	the	role	of	the	teacher	becomes	that	of	a	facilitator,	providing	guidance	for	students	to	build	their	own	knowledge.	^
moret,	b.	^	hergenhahn,	B.R	(2008.)	mit,	stanford	and	princeton	university	offer	classes	to	a	global	audience,	but	not	for	university	credit.[162]	University	level	programs,	such	as	edx	founded	by	massachusetts	institute	of	technology	and	harvard,	offer	a	wide	range	of	disciplines	without	charge,	while	others	allow	students	to	audit	a	small	course	but
require	a	fee.	128	(3330):	969-77.	18	(1):	61.	slide	projectors	were	widely	used.	University	of	washington	press.	Archived	from	the	original	on	April	23,	2016.	doi:10.1186/s12909-018-1175-5	filed	from	the	original	on	August	25,	2017.	^	"global	E-Learning	market	2017	to	boom	$275.10	billion	value	by	2022	at	a	cagr	of	7.5%	–	orbis	research."
doi:10.1111/j.1467-8535.2012.01362.x	filed	from	the	original	on	June	2,	2020.	doi:10.1007/s40593-015-0060-1	^	hicks,	S.D	(2011.)	pp.	206–230	24:	86–97.	patent	office	of	the	United	States.	elearning	and	the	science	of	instruction.	Archived	from	the	original	(pdf)	on	16	July	2014.	with	some	systems,	feedback	can	be	oriented	towards	a	student's
specific	errors,	or	the	computer	can	navigate	the	student	through	a	series	of	questions	adapting	to	what	it	is	ovitartsuli	ovitartsuli	e	olpmeje	nu	rartnocne	edeup	es	0891	ed	oineced	le	nE	.odidnerpa	on	o	odidnerpa	rebah	ecerap	etnaidutse	le	[66]:	224	LOGO,	a	programming	language,	incarnated	an	attempt	to	integrate	Piagetan's	ideas	with	computers
and	technology.[66][67]	Initially	there	were	broad	and	hopeful	statements,	including	"maybe	the	most	controversial	claim"	that	"improves	the	overall	problem-solving	skills"	in	the	disciplines.[66]:	238	However,	LOGO's	programming	skills	were	not	successful.	It	was	"not	as	concrete"	as	advocates	said,	privileged	"a	way	of	reasoning	over	all	others,"
and	it	was	difficult	to	apply	thought	activity	to	activities	not	based	on	the	LOGO.	[68]	At	the	end	of	the	1980s,	LOGO	and	other	similar	programming	languages	had	lost	their	novelty	and	dominance	and	were	gradually	disbursed	among	criticism.	[69]	Practice	See	also:	Instructive	Design	The	extent	to	which	e-learning	assists	or	replaces	other	learning
and	teaching	approaches	is	variable,	which	go	on	a	continuous	basis	from	totally	online	distance	learning.[70][71]	A	variety	of	descriptive	terms	(something	inconsistent)	have	been	used	to	classify	the	extent	to	which	technology	is	used.	At	DeVry	University,	of	all	students	who	are	gaining	a	bachelor's	degree,	80%	wins	two	thirds	of	their	online
requirements.	^	"Center	of	Research:	Schools	of	Letters".	Archived	from	the	original	on	30	July	2020.	Drew	(June	2004).	Computers	in	Human	Behavior.	doi:10.1016/j.compedu.2013.04.014.	Archived	from	the	original	on	17	April	2016.	doi:10.1080/09500690801968656.	Archived	from	the	original	on	December	7,	2016.	"Do	you	have	technology	and
multitasking	relive	how	students	learn?"	Effective	translation	into	other	languages	and	cultural	contexts	requires	even	more	investment	by	knowledgeable	staff.[121]	Internet-based	learning	management	systems	includeBlackboard	Inc.	Computers	&	Education.	Archived	from	the	original	in	enJuly	2013.	Ipark.hud.ac.uk.	Jonasen	(1997)	suggests	that
"well-structured"	learning	environments	are	ostile	for	rookie	students	and	that	the	"ill-structured"	environments	are	ostile	for	advanced	students.	The	teaching	in	behaviorism	has	been	related	to	formation,	emphasizing	animal	learning	experiments.	PMID	25429276.	"E-learning,	linear	learning	and	distance	learning	environments:	are	they	equal?"	In
Bruck,	P.A.;	Buchholz,	A.;	Karssen,	Z.;	ZerFass,	A.	^	Cuesta-Cambra,	Ubaldo;	Ni	±	o-gonzÃ¡lez,	Josã	–ignacio;	Rodréguez-Terceã	±	o,	Josã	©	(July	1,	2017).	^	"Synchronic	learning:	definition,	benefits	and	example	activities".	The	transformation	of	the	educational	technology	of	an	industry	of	the	house	to	a	profession	is	discussed	by	Shurville	et	al.
[232]	See	also	Addie	Education	Portal	Model	Technology	of	Assistance	â	€	“Assistance	devices	for	people	with	disabilities	Compute	This	e-learning	(theory)	is	fostically	present.	and	mobile	technology	for	refugees	Use	of	mióvile	phones	in	schools	â	€	“Summary	of	the	use	of	mióvile	telism	in	schools	Laboratory	framework	Another	important	influence	in
the	field	of	cognitive	science	is	Noam	Chomsky.	(2007).	16	(5):	1092â	€	“1101.	Filed	from	the	original	on	September	10,	2016.	5th	International	Conference	on	Computed	Education	CSEDU	2013.	â	†	‘Bloom,	Benjamin	S.	Executive	ed.	At.	U.	Videotephony	can	connect	with	speakers	and	other	experts.	Study.com.	Journal	of	Digital	Learning	in	Teacher
Education.	DOI:	10.1145/2851581.2892524.	â	†	‘Committee	for	Draft	National	Education	Policy	(2018).	Currently,	one	in	three	university	students	takes	at	least	one	course	in	line	while	in	college.	DOI:	10.1177/107621759802100104.	These	theoretical	perspectives	are	grouped	into	three	main	theoretical	schools	or	philosophical	frameworks:
behaviorism,	cognitivism	and	constructivism.	S2CID	15789445.	Other	specifications,	such	as	the	school	interoperability	framework,	allow	the	transport	of	learning	objects	or	classify	metadata	(LOM).	Retrieved	on	December	8,	2012.	Accessed	June	5,	2016.	"MIT	begins	to	offer	a	free	license	course	with	certificate."	The	use	of	the	media	for	the
purposes	of	instrument	generally	dates	back	to	the	first	day	of	the	twentieth	century	[30]	with	the	introduction	of	educational	movies	(1900)	and	the	machines	of	teaching	of	Sydney	Pressey	(1920s	(1920s	).	^	A	B	Irby,	Beverly;	Brown,	Genevieve;	Lara-Alcio,	Rafael;	Jackson,	Shirley	(2013).	Students	can	solve	problems	independently.	[176]	There	are
no	intruded	restrictions	based	on	age	at	the	level	of	difficulty,	that	is,	students	can	go	to	their	own	rhythm.	It	needs	to	be	recognized	as	"ecological"	instead	of	"additive"	or	"subtractive."	Constructivist	learning	environments	require	students	to	use	their	previous	knowledge	and	experiences	to	formulate	new,	related	and/or	adaptable	concepts	in
learning	(Termmos,	2012	[65]).	Filed	from	the	original	on	December	23,	2016.	^	A	B	C	Ritchel,	Matt.	Computer	assisted	instruction	in	Stanford	(PDF)	(Report).	Filed	from	the	original	on	May	17,	2014.	DOI:	10,1007/S11528-008-0108-2.	Proceedings	of	the	Third	International	Conference	on	Learning	Analytics	and	Knowledge	LAK	'13.	International
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change	will	create	a	total	change.	[191]	according	to	Branford	et	al.,	"Technology	does	not	guarantee	effective	learning",	and	the	inappropriate	use	of	technology	can	even	hinder	it.	[20]	A	study	by	the	University	of	Washington	on	children's	vocabulary	shows	that	it	is	sliding	due	to	educational	DVDs	for	baby.	Published	in	the	Journal	of	Pediatrics,	a
study	by	the	University	of	Washington	of	2007	on	the	vocabulary	of	baby	surveyed	to	more	than	1,000	parents	in	Washington	and	Minnesota.	EDUCAUSE	REVIEW	(January/February	2008):	16	"32.	^"	As	schools	close	on	the	coronavirus,	protect	the	privacy	of	children	in	line	learning.	"Archive	of	the	original	on	October	26	of	2015.	^	"Electronic
training	and	learning	directed	by	the	instructor:	What	technology	for	learning	delivery?".	Archive	of	the	original	on	February	2,	2021.	Distance	learning.	^	Repetto,	M.;	Trentin,	G	.,	Eds.	Accessed	May	11,	2020.	more	about	Mooc	and	Development	Países.	Techtarget.	Accessed	April	21,	2014.	J.	^	"Blackboard	International	|	EMEA	".	September	27,
2013.	Accessed	August	25,	2008.	Sudbury,	Ma:	Jones	&	Bartlett	Learning	LLC.	Accessed	March	23,	2019.	ISBN9	978-0679745402.	The	use	of	libune	resources	can	help	students	to	spend	time	in	specific	aspects	of	what	they	can	be	learning	at	school,	but	at	home.	Effective	TCC	creation	requires	enormous	resources.	(2013).	Millions	of	students	of	5.8
million	students	who	took	courses	in	line	in	information	technology	and	communication.	Baltimore,	Maryland:	Johns	Hopkins	University	Press.	Archive	(PDF)	of	the	original	on	December	21,	2018.	"Social	software:	electronic	learning	more	all	of	the	learning	management	systems".	File	of	the	original	original	se	©ÃuQ¿Â"	^	".maertsniam	hcetde
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development.	[146]	Allow	access	opportunities	especially	for	allowing	disabled	children	to	have	access	to	learning	opportunities,	giving	bilingual	children	the	opportunity	to	communicate	and	learn	in	more	than	one	language,	bringing	in	more	information	about	STEM	subjects,	and	bringing	in	images	of	diversity	that	may	be	lacking	in	the	child's
immediate	environment.[146]	Coding	is	also	becoming	part	of	the	early	learning	curriculum	and	preschool	aged	children	can	benefit	from	experiences	that	teach	coding	skills	even	in	a	screen	free	way.	Science.	Each	class	is	recorded	and	stored	on	a	server,	which	allows	for	instant	playback	of	any	class	over	the	course	of	the	school	year.	Brooke
Godfrey.	26	(2):	561¢ÃÂÂ581.	CiteSeerXÃ	Â10.1.1.408.648.	Englewood,	CO:	Libraries	Unlimited.	doi:10.1186/s41239-018-0094-1.	"Designing	support	to	facilitate	learning	in	powerful	electronic	learning	environments".	"Bloom's	Taxonomy.	Innovation:	The	European	Journal	of	Social	Science	Research.	Networked	Collaborative	Learning:	Social
Interaction	and	Active	Learning	Archived	17	September	2018	at	the	Wayback	Machine,	Woodhead/Chandos	Publishing	Limited,	Cambridge,	UK,	ISBNÃ	Â978-1-84334-501-5.[pageÃ	Âneeded]	^	a	b	Crane	B.	"Technology	to	support	learning".	Archived	from	the	original	on	15	March	2017.	^	Kester,	Liesbeth;	Kirschner,	Paul;	Corbalan,	Gemma	(May
2007).	hdl:20.500.11820/ea598f82-d14c-4456-816d-dab026b9f481.	52	(1):	24¢ÃÂÂ25.	S2CIDÃ	Â220121504.	Menlo	Park,	California:	The	Henry	J.	SQA.	An	account	of	the	religion,	philosophy,	literature,	geography,	chronology,	astronomy,	customs,	laws	and	astrology	of	India	about	A.D.	1030.	Frontiers	in	Psychology.	"Training	Online	Technical
Communication	Educators	to	Teach	with	Social	Media:	Best	Practices	and	Professional	Recommendations".	Another	disadvantage	is	an	increased	potential	for	cheating.[200]	One	method	is	done	by	creating	multiple	accounts	to	survey	questions	and	gather	information	which	can	be	assimilated	so	that	the	The	account	can	complete	the	correct
answers.	^	See	Rowan,	Roy	(1983).	Mental	storms:	computers	for	children	and	powerful	ideas	(PDF).	Journal	of	Computing	in	Teacher	Education.	Brookings	Archive	of	the	original	on	December	1,	2009.	69:	504	"506.	Archive	(PDF)	of	the	original	on	October	5,	2016.	^	Suppes,	P.	The	student	then	practices	with	slight	variations	of	the	sieve	questions.
The	technology	finally	It	is	reduced	to	affecting	relationships	between	people,	but	this	not	December	2014.	Archive	of	the	original	on	November	16,	2012.	"Three	fears	on	combined	learning."	Information	systems	throughout	the	campus.	^	Trentin	G.	International	Conference	2014	on	web	and	open	access	to	learning	(ICWOAL).	Archive	of	the	original
(PDF)	on	November	6,	2015.	There	are	learning	repositories	such	as	Merlot's	repository.	Mass	and	society	communication.	"Use	of	instrument	technology	to	improve	teaching	and	learning	for	students	of	Pre	K-12	of	the	21st	century:	the	case	of	a	professional	education	unit	unit.	"	^	Clark,	R.	^	Beck,	Joseph	E.;	GONG,	YUE	(2013),	"Wheel	spinner:
students	who	do	not	dominate	a	skill",	conference	notes	in	informal,	Springer	Berlin	Heidelberg,	pp.	431	âgn	that	previous	learning	experiences	are	appropriate	and	related	to	the	concepts	taught.	The	specification	of	the	Computer	-based	Training	Committee	(AICC)	of	the	aviation	industry	provides	support	for	the	content	that	is	lodged	separately
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"gnimam"	eht	fo	snoiton	suomotohcid	yldesoppus	eht	ot	ot	ot	ot	ot	ot	yitcuder	citsilpmis	ylrevo	na	pedagogy	and	learning	object	reused.	Bibcode:	2013Sciam.309b.62f.	Inxpo.	Government	and	public	there	is	a	significant	need	for	recent,	reliable	and	high-quality	health	information	that	is	available	to	the	public	and	in	a	summary	manner	for	public
health	providers.	[167]	Providers	have	indicated	the	need	for	automatic	notification	of	the	latest	research,	a	unique	search	and	access	information	portal	to	gray	literature.	[168]	The	Maternal	and	Child	Health	Library	(MCH)	is	funded	by	the	U.S.	Maternal	and	Child	Health	Office.	U.S.	To	evaluate	the	latest	research	and	develop	automatic
notifications	to	suppliers	through	MCH	alert.	^	DeJong,	T.	^	"Screencasting	Δ	Teaching	and	Learning	Innovation	Park".	84	(5):	188	"191.	^	Sarasota,	Darya;	Ali	Khalid;	Sören	Auer;	Jörg	Unbehauen	(2013).	Archived	from	the	original	on	August	31,	2012.	"Benefits	of	the	TED	Talks."	Addressing	the	challenges	of	participatory	culture:	media	education
for	the	twenty-first	century.	Technology	is	important:	questions	to	live.	Merrienboer	and	M.	New	York,	NY:	Lawrence	Earlbaum	Associates.	"Moving	the	performance	of	the	smart	city."	"The	impact	of	e-learning."	doi:	10.1177/2329490615606733.	In	a	study	conducted	by	Cornell	and	Stanford	universities,	the	students'	departure	rates	of	MOOC
students	have	been	attributed	to	the	anonymity	of	students,	the	loneliness	of	the	learning	experience	and	the	lack	of	interaction	with	peers	and	teachers.	[165]	The	effective	measures	of	participation	of	students	who	reduce	dropouts	are	the	interactions	of	the	forum	and	the	presence	of	virtual	teacher	or	teaching	assistant,	measures	that	induce	the
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help	your	teaching?"	Cresskill,	NJ:	Hampton	Press,	Inc.	^	Reeves,	Thomas	C.	Archived	from	the	original	on	March	22,	2013.	Journal	of	Computers	in	Mathematics	and	Science	Teaching.	Students	can	send	their	work,	read	and	answer	questions,	and	take	questionnaires.	[112]	A	LMS	can	allow	teachers,	administrators,	students	and	allowed	to
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